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To select a motor in this guide you need to know the following:

1. Type of Slat: Height and Width 
2. Total weight of shutter 
3. Diameter of the tube

Type of slat:

Diameter of Tube:

surface

Total Weight of Shutter

It is important to consider the total size of the product you plan to 
produce before choosing an operator, since these variables affect the 
weight of what an operator can lift. The following charts represents 
some of the most common motor solutions.  Choose the one that most 
closely corresponds to the weight that you calculate..

Total weight = Width x (Height + Height of Housing) x Weight per sq. ft.

Important Note:
The choice of a motor also depends on the type of installation.
 - If you use one motor for two or more shutters add 20% for the first
   additional shutter to derive the total weight. Add an additional 10% for
   every shutter after that.
   Examples: 2 shutters/one motor = + 20% to the total weight.
                     3 shutters/one motor = + 20% + 10% to the total weight.

 - If the shutter is over 9 feet in height, add 10% to the total weight for  
   every three feet beyond.
   Example: 11 feet in height= total weight + an additional 10% to the     
   effective load to be lifted.

The lifting capacity of an operator decreases when the tube diameter 
increases. Therefore, it is necessary to choose the smallest tube while 
considering the load capacity of the tube and the optimum roll-up 
diameter of the slats. Keep in mind that if tube spacer rings are used, you 
have increased the tube diameter. 

After choosing the chart that corresponds to the tube size being used, select the operator according to the total weight of the 
shutter.

Hz Motor Selection Guide
For Rolling Shutters and Doors
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Motor Selection Guide
For Hz Type 5 Operators
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530

535
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510

515

525

530

535

550

37(lbs.) 

30(lbs.) 

62(lbs.) 

49(lbs.) 

92(lbs.) 

74(lbs.) 

154(lbs.) 

123(lbs.) 

185(lbs.) 

148(lbs.) 

216(lbs.) 

172(lbs.) 

308(lbs.) 

246(lbs.) 

50mm (2.0 inch) TUBE DIAMETER 

60mm (2.5 inch) TUBE DIAMETER 
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224(lbs.) 

70mm (2.75 inch) TUBE DIAMETER 
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Motor Selection Guide
For Hz Type 5 Operators
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143(lbs.) 

205(lbs.) 

78mm (3.0 inch) TUBE DIAMETER 

-The listed charts reflects the recommended 30% security 
  factor that is used for most applications.

-Shutters more than 9 feet high: add 10% to the effective
   load for every additional 3 feet.

-Double span shutters: add 20% to the effective load to
   be lifted.  
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85mm (3.25 inch) TUBE DIAMETER 
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2.5" (63)

3.0" (78)

3.5" (89)

2.5" (63)

3.0" (78)

3.5" (89)

2.5" (63)

3.0" (78)

3.5" (89)

2.5" (63)

3.0" (78)

3.5" (89)

2.5" (63)

3.0" (78)

3.5" (89)

2.5" (63)

3.0" (78)

2.5" (63)

3.0" (78)

5 ft.
(1.50m)

6.5 ft.
(2.00m)

8 ft.
(2.40m)

9 ft.
(2.70m)

10 ft.
(3.00m)

16.5 ft.
(5.00m)

13.5 ft.
(4.00m)

Projection
of Arms

Roller Tube
O.D. Sizes

550

550

This chart can be used to select the most suitable type of 
motor for your lateral arm awning system.
Important: The lateral arms referred to here are the 
standard aluminum type with built-in tension springs. When 
considering arms made of steel and/or using other types of 
spring mechanisms, please request additional information.

1. Locate the projection of your lateral arm on the above
    chart at point (A); e.g. 5 ft., 6 ft., 8 ft., etc.
2. Determine which roller tube diameter (D) is being used in
    your installation.

3. Locate the number of arms (B) and the length of your
    installation (C).
4. Read the correct motor from the chart at the intersection
    of your selections.

NOTE:
Because this chart must take into consideration lateral arms 
being manufactured by many different companies, it is only 
approximate. The relationship between the number of arms 
and the length of the awning is only a guide and will vary 
slightly from manufacturer to manufacturer.

Above chart is approximate.
For more specific 
information, refer to factory.

B Number of Arms
C Length of Installation

A                   D

1 Pair
(2 arms)

20 ft. (6m)

2 Pair
(4 arms)

33 ft. (10m)

3 Pair
(6 arms)

50 ft. (15m)

4 Pair
(8 arms)

66 ft. (20m)

5 Pair
(10 arms)

82 ft. (25m)

6 Pair
(12 arms)

100 ft. (30m)

535 550

535 550

535 550

525

535

535

550

550

550

550

550

535

550

550

550

550

550

550

525

Hz Motor Selection Guide
For Retractable Awning Systems
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Limit Switch Adjustment 
Hz T5 Operators
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UP LIMIT ADJUSTMENT SCREW DOWN LIMIT ADJUSTMENT SCREW

DOWN LIMIT ADJUSTMENT SCREW UP LIMIT ADJUSTMENT SCREW

MATERIAL ROLLS DOWN ON SAME SIDE AS LIMITS MATERIAL ROLLS DOWN ON OPPOSITE SIDE FROM LIMITS

1) Identify which limit adjustment screw controls the up limit and which controls the down limit (see above diagrams). It is important 
to note that the arrows by the limit adjustment screw refer to the tube's rotation. Thus if the material comes off the tube on the back 
side and the limit adjustment screws face the front (as per diagram 2), the limit adjustment screw facing up controls the down limit 
and  vice versa.

2) Turning an adjustment screw clockwise will increase the maximum travel in the direction that it controls, and turning it  
counterclockwise will decrease the maximum travel.

3) To set a limit, run the motor in the selected direction.

4) If the motor stops on its own before reaching the desired stop, turn the appropriate limit screw positive (clockwise). Every 2 to 3 
turns of the limit adjustment screw will allow the motor to travel about 1 inch further. After every few turns of the limit adjustment 
screw, use the control switch to move the motor to the new limit position. (If the motor does not stop on its own before reaching the 
desired limit, go to step 6)

5) When you are approximately at the desired limit position, use the control switch to run the motor away from the limit 2 to 3 feet, 
and then back. This will allow you to see precisely where the limit is set. Make small adjustments and repeat.

6) If the motor does not stop on its own at least  6 inches before the desired limit position, stop the motor with the control switch. 
Then turn the limit adjustment screw in the negative (counterclockwise) direction. Confirm that the motor is stopped at the limit and 
set the limit as per steps 4 and 5. If the motor is not stopped at the limit, continue turning the limit adjustment screw 
counterclockwise (up to 120 turns may be required )

NOTE: The motor has a built in thermal cutoff. If after several minutes of use the motor will not run in either direction, allow the 
motor to cool for approximately 20 minutes.

 
counterclockwise

1 2
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Limit Switch Adjustment 
Hz Type 5 DMI Operators

UP LIMIT ADJUSTMENT SCREW DOWN LIMIT ADJUSTMENT SCREW

DOWN LIMIT ADJUSTMENT SCREW UP LIMIT ADJUSTMENT SCREW

MATERIAL ROLLS DOWN ON SAME SIDE AS LIMITS
              

MATERIAL ROLLS DOWN ON OPPOSITE SIDE FROM LIMITS
               

1) Identify which limit adjustment screw controls the up limit and which controls the down limit (see above diagrams). It is 
important to note that the arrows by the limit adjustment screw refer to the tube's rotation. Thus if the material comes off the tube
on the back side and you are adjusting the limits from the side that the motor cable is not on (as per diagram 2), the limit 
adjustment screw with the arrow facing up controls the down limit and  vice versa.

2) Turning an adjustment screw positive (+) will increase the maximum travel in the direction that it controls, and turning it  
negative (-) will decrease the maximum travel. For the adjustment screws on the side without the motor cable, turning clockwise
is positive (+) and counterclockwise is negative (-). For the adjustment screws on the side with the motor cable, turning clockwise
is negative (-) and counterclockwise is positive (+)

3) To set a limit, run the motor in the selected direction.

4) If the motor stops on its own before reaching the desired stop, turn the appropriate limit screw positive. Every 2 to 3 turns of the 
limit adjustment screw will allow the motor to travel about 1 inch further. After every few turns of the limit adjustment screw, use 
the control switch to move the motor to the new limit position. (If the motor does not stop on its own before reaching the desired 
limit, go to step 6)

5) When you are approximately at the desired limit position, use the control switch to run the motor away from the limit 2 to 3 
feet, and then back. This will allow you to see precisely where the limit is set. Make small adjustments and repeat.

6) If the motor does not stop on its own at least  6 inches before the desired limit position, stop the motor with the control switch. 
Then turn the limit adjustment screw in the negative  direction. Confirm that the motor is stopped at the limit and set the limit as 
per steps 4 and 5. If the motor is not stopped at the limit, continue turning the limit adjustment screw  (up to 120 turns may be 
required )

NOTE: The motor has a built in thermal cutoff. If after several minutes of use the motor will not run in either direction, allow the 
motor to cool for approximately 20 minutes.

For the adjustment screws on the side without the motor cable,
For the adjustment screws on the side with the motor cable,
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Hz 2 Operator Wiring
Considerations / Installation

   OPERATOR
WIRING CHART
MOTOR
CABLE

 POWER
 120VAC

BLACK
WHITE
GREEN

HOT
NEUTRAL
GROUND

BLACK

WHITE

GREEN

HOT

NEUTRAL

GROUND

    POWER
120VAC 60Hz

1) FCC
   -This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operating is subject to the following two conditions:
     (1) This device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) This device must accept any interference 
      received, including interference  that may cause undesired operation.
    -Caution: Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance 
      could void the user’s authority to operate the equipment.

2) Hz Operator Wiring
    All wiring must conform to the National Electrical Code and local codes
    -The Hz operator can be wired to power in parallel (unlike normal AC tubular operators)
    -It is recommended that provisions be made to cut power individually when wiring Hz operators. 
     This can be in the form of an inline off/on switch, a disconnect plug, or access to the operator cable 
      for use of a installers power cable with off/on switch. The ability to cut the power to each motor 
      individually is required to easily program the receiver in the operator.

3) Installation
   -The Hz motor uses standard T5 (not DMI) accessories.
    -Use only SIMU accessories (brackets, adaptors, clips....)
    -Mount Hz motor heads at least 18 inches from each other to prevent RF interference.
    -Always install the power cable with a drip loop to prevent water penetration
    -SIMU motors conform to IP44 requirements and as such must be protected against direct weather 
     elements such as rain, sleet, ...etc.

R
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One motor to one wireless switch.

Multiple motors to one wireless switch. There is no limit to the amount 
of motors you can put to one switch. The only limitation is the range a 
transmitter can reach. This is approximately 70 feet through walls and up 
to 100 feet in open air.

Single motor to multiple wireless switches. There is a limit of 12 
transmitters of any type to one motor.

Hz 2 Type 5 / DMI Operator
Basic Rules and Scenarios

R
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Master Switch

Individual
Switches

Sub Group Switches

Example: By following the three basic rules illustrated on the front of this sheet, you can 
create almost any combination with the Hertz technology. Everything from individual 
switching and sub grouping to a master control can be accomplished without the use of 
external controls. The ability to parallel wire the Hertz operators makes it easy to wire. 
Simply supply power to the electric operator and program the wireless transmitter to the 
motor or motors of choice and you are done. 

For more information about other options available, please consult a SIMU 
representative for more details.

Hz 2 Type 5 / DMI Operator
Basic Rules and Scenarios

R
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One motor to one wireless switch.

1) Setting Direction of Rotation
    
      The motor will be in “Factory Mode” right out of the box when power is 
     connected. To prepare the motor for programming, press the transmitter 
     up and down buttons simultaneously until motor jogs forward and back 
     (example 1). 
     
     Hold the transmitter within 10 feet of the motor and press the up button 
     (example 2). If the motor rotates in the up direction, move to step 2 
     programming. 
     
     If the motor, goes down instead of up, press and hold the stop button 
     until the motor bounces forward and back (example 3). Confirm the 
     up button now makes the shutter go up. 

                                         IMPORTANT -The motor is supplied in “Factory Mode”. Set direction of 
                                                                 rotation (1) before pressing the program button.

2) Programming the Transmitter

      Hold the transmitter within 10 feet of the motor head  (example 4).
     Press and hold the Program Button (about 1 second) until the motor
     jogs forward and then back.  Transmitter range will now be 
     approximately 100 ft.

    You can now proceed to the up and down limit settings.
                                      

                                                                                 

     

Hz 2 Type 5 / DMI Operator
Scenarios

R

Program Button

Press the up button

Press the up and down
button simultaneously to 
awake the motor. 

If the shutter goes down instead 
of up, press and hold the stop button 
until the motor jogs forward then back.

(example 2)

(example 1)

(example 3)

(example 4)

F CC
Label

Back of transmitter
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Multiple motors to one wireless switch. There is no limit to the 
number of motors you can program to one switch. The only limitation is the 
range a transmitter can reach. This is approximately 70 feet through walls 
and up to 100 feet in open air.

1) Setting Direction of Rotation
    
      The motor will be in “Factory Mode” right out of the box when power is 
     connected. To prepare the motor for programming, press the transmitter 
     up and down buttons simultaneously until motor jogs forward and back 
     (example 1). 
     
     Hold the transmitter within 10 feet of the motor and press the up button 
     (example 2). If the motor rotates in the up direction, move to step 2 
     programming. 
     
     If the motor, goes down instead of up, press and hold the stop button 
     until the motor bounces forward and back (example 3). Confirm the 
     up button now makes the shutter go up. 

2) Programming the Transmitter

      

    You can now proceed to the up and down limit settings.
                                      

                                                                                 

     

Hold the transmitter within 10 feet of the motor head  (example 4).
     Press and hold the Program Button (about 1 second) until the motor
     jogs forward and back.  Transmitter range will now be approximately 100 ft.

3) Disconnect the Power to Motor

    After the above steps are completed, disconnect the power to the motor.
     Proceed to the next motor using these same steps listed above with the same
     transmitter switch. 

4) Connect the Power to Motor

    Once all the motors are completely programmed and limits are set. Reconnect
    the power to all the motors. 

Hz 2 Type 5 / DMI Operator
Scenarios

R

Program Button

Press the up button

Press the up and down
button simultaneously to 
awake the motor. 

If the shutter goes down instead 
of up, press and hold the stop button 
until the motor jogs forward then back.

(example 2)

(example 1)

(example 3)

(example 4)

FCC

Label

Back of transmitter
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Single motor to multiple wireless switches. There is a limit of 12 
transmitters of any type to one motor.

2) Programming the 1st Transmitter

      

    After

                                      

                                                                                 

     

Hold the transmitter within 10 feet of the motor head  (example 4).
     Press and hold the Program Button (about 1 second) until the motor
     jogs forward and back. Transmitter range will now be approximately 100 ft.

3) Programming additional transmitters

 the motor has memorized  the first transmitter as above in example 4. 
    Press the Program Button  on the transmitter that has already been memorized 
    until the motor jogs forward then back. Press  the Program Button of the second 
    transmitter until the motor jogs forward then back (example 5). Repeat for  all 
    transmitters to control this motor (12 max per motor).

    You can now proceed to the up and down limit settings.

Hz Type 5 / DMI Operator
Scenarios

1) Setting Direction of Rotation
    
      The motor will be in “Factory Mode” right out of the box when power is 
     connected. To prepare the motor for programming, press the transmitter 
     up and down buttons simultaneously until motor jogs forward and back 
     (example 1). 
     
     Hold the transmitter within 10 feet of the motor and press the up button 
     (example 2). If the motor rotates in the up direction, move to step 2 
     programming. 
     
     If the motor, goes down instead of up, press and hold the stop button 
     until the motor bounces forward and back (example 3). Confirm the 
     up button now makes the shutter go up. 

R

(example 5)

Program Button

Press the up button

Press the up and down
button simultaneously to 
awake the motor. 

If the shutter goes down instead 
of up, press and hold the stop button 
until the motor jogs forward then back.

(example 2)

(example 1)

(example 3)

(example 4)

FCC

Label

Back of transmitter

FCC

Label

Back of transmitter

Program Button second transmitter
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Hz Wireless Receiver
Instruction 

R

1)Pressing the up or down button on the transmitter will start  
    the  motor  in the selected direction.
2)The motor can be stopped at any point by pressing the 
    center (stop) button on the transmitter.
3)If the motor is stopped at the top limit, pressing the center  
   button on the transmitter will move the motor to the one of 
   the  programmed intermediate stops. Pressing the center 
   (stop) button when the motor is stopped at the bottom limit 
   will cause the motor to move to the other intermediate stop.

1)A HARD WIRED WALL SWITCH (single pole, single throw, 
   Momentary) can be connected as per the wiring diagram 
   above. Each press of the switch will move the motor to the 
   Next  step in the sequence. Up, Stop, Down, Stop, Up,...

    light. Press the programming button on the new  transmitter. That
    transmitter has now been memorized by the receiver
2)To delete a transmitter from the memory of the receiver, press the
    programming button on the Hz receiver until the LED lights. Press the 
    programming button on the transmitter you want to delete.
3)To delete all transmitters from the memory of the Hz receiver, press and
    hold the programming button on the receiver until the LED blinks.

1)To program the Top Down Intermediate Position, bring the motor  to the 
    top limit. Press and hold the down and center buttons until  the motor starts 
    to move, then release the buttons. Stop the motor at the desired position. 
    Press the center button for 2 seconds.
2)To program the Bottom Up Intermediate Position, bring the motor to the 
    bottom limit. Press and hold the up and center buttons until the motor starts 
    to move, then release the buttons. Stop the motor  at the desired position. 
    Press the center button for 2 seconds.

1)To add a new transmitter, press the programming button of 3)To delete an intermediate position, use the center button to move the motor 
   The already memorized transmitter for more than 2        to that position. After the motor stops at that position, press and hold the   
    seconds. The programming LED on the Hz receiver will      center button until the LED on the Hz receiver stops blinking (about 10 sec.)

DESCRIPTION INSTALLATION
1) Mount the Hz Receiver as close to the motor as possible. Avoid 
mounting the receiver on metallic surfaces as this will reduce the range. If 
mounted outside, make sure to use the watertight strain reliefs and mount 
the box so the strain relief fittings face downward to avoid rain seepage.
2) If using a hardwired low voltage switch, locate it no more that 100 feet 
from the receiver.

The UL Listed Hz Receiver allows control of any standard (non-Hz) T5 or 
T6 motor from any of the Hz handheld or wall switch, wireless transmitters. 
Packaged in an outdoor weatherproof box the Hz Receiver includes 
terminals for an optional hard wired low voltage switch. In addition to 
allowing standard motors to be incorporated into a Hz motor system, the 
receiver can be programmed with two intermediate stop positions.

Reference No: 6301075

WIRING & INITIAL PROGRAMMING

MOTOR

HOT

NEUTRAL
GROUND

Programming Button & LED

To Optional
Low Voltage Switch

NOTE:
Mount control with 
strain reliefs 
facing downward!

UP

DOWN

MTR COM

NEUT

HOT

BLACK

RED

GREEN

WHITE

COLOR CODE

NOTICE: For installation by a qualified electrician in accordance with 
national and local electrical codes and the following instructions.
1)CAUTION: RISK OF ELECTRICAL SHOCK. Disconnect power
   before installing. Never wire energized electrical components
   Turn the power on after the wiring is complete.
2)If using a multi channel transmitter, make sure the transmitter is on
   the channel you wish the Hz Receiver to respond to.
3)Press and hold the programming button on the Hz Receiver until
   the LED lights (about 5 seconds) and release it. The LED should
   stay on.
4)Quickly press the programming button on the transmitter and hold
    it until the LED on the Hz Receiver blinks and goes out.
5)The Hz Receiver should now respond to the transmitter. If the
    motor runs in the wrong direction when activated from the
    transmitter, turn off power to the Hz Receiver and reverse the red
    and black motor leads.

NOTICE: For installation by a qualified electrician in accordance with 
national and local electrical codes and the following instructions.
1)CAUTION: RISK OF ELECTRICAL SHOCK. Disconnect power
   before installing. Never wire energized electrical components

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

LOW VOLTAGE SWITCH

PROGRAMMED INTERMEDIATE POSITIONS

ADD/REMOVE TRANSMITTERS

Program Button

FCC

Label

BACK OF TRANSMITTER

SIDE OF TRANSMITTER

Program Button

Program Button

H ECEIVER 

z R
2 VAC / 0 H

1 0 
 6 zREF6 3 10 5

: 0 7

I EH  RECEV R z
V  12  AC / 60Hz0

RE :63 1075F 0
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Hz Wireless Dry Contact 
Interface Instruction

R

DESCRIPTION INSTALLATION
1) Mount the Dry Contact Interface as close to the motor(s) as possible 
and no more than 70 feet. Avoid mounting the receiver on metallic 
surfaces as this will reduce the range. If mounted outside, make sure to 
use the watertight strain reliefs and mount the box so the strain relief 
fittings face downward to avoid rain seepage. Install the unit in an 
accessible location as every 2 to 5 years, depending on usage, the battery 
will need to be replaced.

The Hz Dry Contact Interface can be used to communicate between 
SIMU’s Hz motors and momentary dry contact devices such as: third party 
home automation systems, alarm systems, momentary key switches, 2200 
Sun Wind controls, etc. The unit requires 2 dry contacts to control up/down 
and 3 dry contacts for full up/stop/down control. Inputs should be pulses 
between 1 to 5 seconds..

Reference No: 6301072

Hz ECE VER R I
120 VAC / 0 Hz 6
R :63010 5EF 7

WIRING 

Programming Button & LED

NOTE:
Mount control 
with strain reliefs 
facing downward!

-All wiring for the Hz Dry Contact Interface is low voltage, low current. Wire using standard low voltage control wiring practices.
-Use only dry contacts as switch inputs to the Hz Dry Contact Interface.
-To activate an up, stop or down command a momentary contact closure is required between common and the desired input (up, stop or down)

-All wiring for the Hz Dry Contact Interface is low voltage, low current. Wire using standard low voltage control wiring practices.
-Use only dry contacts as switch inputs to the Hz Dry Contact Interface.
-To activate an up, stop or down command a momentary contact closure is required between common and the desired input (up, stop or down)

Program Button

CFC
beLa l

BACK OF TRANSMITTER

SIDE OF TRANSMITTER

Program Button

Program Button

c

Hz Dry Conta t Interface EF:6301072
R

PROGRAMMING

Use a standard Hz transmitter to wake up the motor(s), check/set the direction of rotation, and program the motor. 

Using a standard Hz transmitter, press the up and down buttons at the same time. The motor will give a small up/down bounce. This means the motor is 
now awake. Press the up button. If the motor goes down instead of up, press and hold the stop button until the motor gives a short up/dn bounce. Confirm 
the up button now makes the motor run up. 

Only power the motor you are programming. Cut power to all other motors until programming is complete.

STEP 1- Setting Direction of Rotation

STEP 2 - Program the standard Hz transmitter
Note, you will not be able to program the motor until you “wake” it up. You must set the direction of rotation (step 1) before you program the motor. Press 
and hold the Program Button (about 1 second) until the motor give a short up/dn bounce.       
STEP 3 - Add the Hz Dry Contact Interface
To add the Dry Contact Interface transmitter press the Program Button on the transmitter that has already been memorized until the motor gives an up/dn 
bounce. Press the Program Button of the Hz Dry Contact Interface transmitter until the motor gives an up/dn bounce. 

Standard Hz 
Transmitters

2.38” 6.0”

4.25”

DOWN

STOP

COM

UP

N.O.N.O.

N.O.N.O.

N.O.N.O.
STOP

DOWN

UP

External Dry Contact
          Device

Hz Dry Contact Interface

Battery

White

Black

Red

Green
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Hz Wireless Switches 
and Receivers

R

                       Switch Style & Programming Button Location        Reference                                Description

    6301066

    6301070

    6301071

    6301090
      White

    6301091
       Ivory

    6301080
      White

    6301081
       Ivory

    6301075

    6301072

Slim Single Channel Hand Held

-Available in white

Recessed Designer Single Channel

-Available in white and ivory

Hz Radio Receiver Motor Controller

-This radio receiver can be used with the SIMU 
standard AC motor series 120v-60hz. This control 
is compatible with all the transmitter switches 
shown above. 

Hz Dry Contact Interface Transmitter

-This radio transmitter can be used with the SIMU 
Hz operator series 120v-60hz. This interface control
is compatible most A/V system hook-ups.

Recessed Designer Multi Channel

-5 independent channels that can be programmed
to operate one or more motors.

-Available in white and ivory

Slim Multi Channel Hand Held

-5 independent channels that can be programmed
to operate one or more motors.

-Available in white

Single Channel Surface Wall Mount

-Available in white

Program Button

Program Button

FCC

Label

CF C

Label

BACK OF TRANSMITTER

BACK OF TRANSMITTER

Program Button

SIDE OF TRANSMITTER

SIDE OF TRANSMITTER

Program Button

Program Button

TRANSMITTER CORE
  (INSIDE CASE)

Programming Button & LED

UP

DOWN

MTR COM

NEUT

HOT
H

ER 

z RECEIV
 

/
120 VAC 6 Hz

 0 6: 3010
REF

75

H  y C t  t f

z D
on a tI n e ace 

r
c

r
RF :6301072

E

Programming Button & LED

DOWN

STOP

COM

UP
Battery

White

Black

Red

Green
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Operators
Hz Type 5
Bracket Accessories

    U.S.
Thread

               Item                          Reference             Description

Shade Bracket 

- U- Support for square 10mm motor mount 500073
- Attaches to wall bracket 800095
- Zinc Plated

   510000

Shade Bracket

- 50mm spacing / 4mm tapped holes
- Zinc Plated

   520038

Shade Bracket

- Motor mount 10mm square pin
- For Type 5 operators
- Zinc Plated

   520073

Awning Bracket

- 48mm spacing / 6mm tapped holes
- Zinc Plated

Awning Bracket

- 48mm spacing / 1/4” US threaded tapped holes
- Zinc Plated

   520040

   520188

Awning Bracket

- 50mm spacing / 6mm tapped holes
- Zinc Plated

   520041

R
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Operators
Hz Type 5
Bracket Accessories

               Item                          Reference             Description

Standard Bracket 

- 30mm spacing / counter sunk holes

- Attaches to wall plate 850066 or 850067

- Zinc Plated

   520076

Shade Bracket

- 30mm spacing / 1/4” US Threaded holes

- Attaches to wall bracket: 520210

- Gold Zinc Plated

   252527

Shutter Bracket

- Maxi side frame bracket 100x100mm

- Requires side frame center pin to be removed

- Gold Zinc Plated 

   520187

Shutter Bracket

- Mini side frame bracket 80x80mm

- No center pin removal required

- Gold Zinc Plated

Bracket Fitting Set

- Type 5 bracket fitting set

   520049

   850365

R
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A) Deleting a Transmitter
      If a motor has two or more transmitters memorized it is possible to delete a transmitter from its 
      memory. On the transmitter you want to keep, press and hold the Program Button (about 3 seconds)
      until the motor jogs forward and back. Press and hold the Program Button (about 1 second) on the 
      transmitter you want to delete. When the motor jogs forward and back the transmitter is deleted. 
      Note, if the transmitter was not in the receiver’s memory, it will be added instead of deleted.

B) Clearing the Memory of Old Transmitters and Adding a New Transmitter
      If all a motors transmitters are lost or damaged, it is possible to clear the old memorized codes from
      memory and add the new transmitter. Perform a double power cut in the following sequence:
      1) Power off for at least 2 seconds
      2) Power on for 5 to 15 seconds
      3) Power off for at least 2 seconds
      4) Power on
      The motor is now in a Temporary Programming Mode (last for 2 minutes). The motor will attempt to 
      rotate in one direction for 3 seconds unless it is at a limit .
      NOTE: THIS IS NOT “FACTORY MODE”.  Press and hold the Program Button of any transmitter
      for more than 5 seconds. When the motor jogs forward and back, release the Program Button. The
      memory of the motor’s receiver is now cleared of the old transmitters and the new transmitter is added.
      If a motor or motors are entered into Temporary Programming Mode by mistake it can be canceled
      by pressing on the up, stop or down button of any transmitter that the motor has memorized. The motor
      will also return to normal operating mode if left for 2 minutes.

C) Returning to Original Factory Mode (Deleting All Transmitters)
      Note: When the motor is in Factory Mode is the only time the direction of rotation can be changed
      It is also recommended that the limits be set while the motor is in factory mode as it takes
      continuous pressure on the transmitter button to move the motor
      To return the motor to Factory Mode, make a double power cut as described in section (B). Press and
      hold the Program Button of an already recorded transmitter. The motor will jog forward and back. 
      Immediately release the Program Button. The motor is now in Factory Mode.  All transmitters are
      cleared from memory. The motor will not respond until both the up and down buttons are pressed 
      simultaneously on a transmitter held within 10 feet. In Factory Mode, the motor will move only as long 
      as the transmitter button is held down.  The direction of rotation can now be changed.

Trouble Shooting

      -Motor goes up when down is pressed. Go to step (C) listed below Setting Direction of Rotation.

      -Can not change the Direction of Rotation. Make sure to hold the transmitter within 10 feet of the 
        motor head. Confirm the motor is in” Factory Mode”

      -Can not get the motor to memorize the 1st transmitter. When the motor is in “Factory Mode” the 
        transmitter range is 10 feet. Make sure to hold the transmitter within 10 feet of the motor head 
        and hold down the Program Button until the motor jogs forward and back.

      -Lost transmitter. Go to step (B) listed below to clear old transmitters from memory and add new 
        transmitter.

      -Motor does not respond to transmitter. Make sure the motor has been awaken by pressing the up 
       and down buttons on the transmitter simultaneously until the motor jogs forward and back. 
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Hz2 PROGRAMMING INSTRUCTIONSHz2 PROGRAMMING INSTRUCTIONS

1) FCC
   -This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operating is subject to the following two conditions:(1) This device may not cause harmful
      interference, and (2) This device must accept any interference received, including interference  that may cause undesired operation.
    -Caution: Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance could void the user’s authority to operate the equipment.

2) Hz Operator Wiring
    All wiring must conform to the National Electrical Code and local codes
    -The Hz operator can be wired to power in parallel (unlike normal AC tubular operators)
    -It is recommended that provisions be made to cut power individually 
     when wiring Hz operators. 
     This can be in the form of an inline off/on switch, a disconnect plug, or access to the 
     operator cable for use of a installers power cable with off/on switch. The ability to cut 
     the power to each motor individually is required to easily program the receiver in the 
     operator.

3) Installation
   -The Hz motor uses standard T5 accessories.
    -Use only SIMU accessories (brackets, adaptors, clips....)
    -Mount Hz motor heads at least 18 inches from each other to prevent RF interference.
    -Always install the power cable with a drip loop to prevent water penetration
    -SIMU motors conform to IP44 requirements and as such must be protected against
     direct weather elements such as rain, sleet, ...etc.

4) Setting Direction of Rotation
    The motor must be in “Factory Mode”: requires continuous pressure on the transmitter 
     to run. The motor will be in “Factory Mode” right out of the box when power is connected. 
     If the motor is not in factory mode, or if you have any problems changing the direction of 
     rotation, go to step (9) Returning to Original Factory Mode  below and follow the procedure 
     to change the motor back to factory mode.

     Press the up and down buttons at the same time the motor will give a small up/down bounce.
     This means the motor is now awake. Press the up button. If the motor goes down instead 
     of up, press and hold the stop button until the motor gives a short up/dn bounce. Confirm 
     the up button now makes the motor run up. 
     
     Note: In factory mode the motor will only run when the transmitter button is held down and 
     only for 3 seconds on one press. To continue running the motor in the selected direction, 
     release the transmitter button and press it again. 

5) Setting the Limits (standard Hz only, for Hz DMI limit instructions see the catalog)
      
     
          

Note: In factory mode the motor will only run when the transmitter button is held down and 
     only for 3 seconds on one press. To continue running the motor in the selected direction, 
     release the transmitter button and press it again. 

   OPERATOR
WIRING CHART
MOTOR
CABLE

 POWER
 120VAC

BLACK
WHITE
GREEN

HOT
NEUTRAL
GROUND

BLACK

WHITE

GREEN

HOT

NEUTRAL

GROUND

    POWER
120VAC 60Hz

4.2 Press the up button
and confirm the motor
runs up.

4.3 If the motor runs down instead 
of up, press and hold the stop button 
until the motor gives an up/dn bounce.

1) Identify which limit adjustment screw controls the up limit and which controls the 
down limit (see diagrams on right). It is important to note that the arrows by the limit 
adjustment screw refer to the tube's rotation. Thus if the material comes off the tube on
the back side and the limit adjustment screws face the front (as per diagram 2), the 
limit adjustment screw facing up controls the down limit and  vice versa.

2) Turning an adjustment screw clockwise will increase the maximum travel in the 
direction that it controls, and turning it counterclockwise will decrease the maximum travel.

3) To set a limit, run the motor in the selected direction to it’s limit. You will know the motor 
is at its limit when the motor will not run further in the selected when you release the 
transmitter button and press it in the selected direction again.

4)  If the motor stops at its limit before reaching the desired limit stop, turn the appropriate 
limit screw positive (clockwise). Every 2 to 3 turns of the limit adjustment screw will allow 
the motor to travel about 1 inch further on a new signal from the transmitter. 
(If the motor does not stop on its own before reaching the desired limit, go to step 6)

5) When you are approximately at the desired limit position, use the transmitter to run 
the motor away from the limit 2 to 3 feet, and then back. This will allow you to see 
precisely where the limit is set. Make small adjustments and repeat.

6) If the motor does not stop on its own at least  6 inches before the desired limit position, 
release the transmitter button and let the motor stop. Then turn the limit adjustment screw 
in the negative (counterclockwise) direction. Confirm that the motor is stopped at the limit 
and set the limit as per steps 4 and 5. If the motor is not stopped at the limit, continue 
turning the limit adjustment screw counterclockwise (up to 120 turns may be required )

NOTE: The motor has a built in thermal cutoff. If after several minutes of use the motor 
will not run in either direction, allow the motor to cool for approximately 20 minutes.

 counterclockwise

_

+

+

_

_

+

+

_

DOWN LIMIT ADJUSTMENT SCREW

UP LIMIT ADJUSTMENT SCREW

MATERIAL ROLLS DOWN ON OPPOSITE SIDE FROM LIMITS

_

+

+

_

+

_

_

+

UP LIMIT ADJUSTMENT SCREW

DOWN LIMIT ADJUSTMENT SCREW

MATERIAL ROLLS DOWN ON SAME SIDE AS LIMITS

1

2

                                     
                                    -The motor is supplied in “Factory Mode”. Set direction of rotation (Step 4) before pressing the program button.
                                    -A means of disconnecting the power independently to each motor should be provided.

 IMPORTANT - Review  instruction throughly before installing Hz motors 
-The motor is supplied in “Factory Mode”. Set direction of rotation (Step 4) before pressing the program button.

                                    -A means of disconnecting the power independently to each motor should be provided.

4.1 Before programming you must wake the motor up by pressing 
                     and holding up and down until the motor gives a 
                     short up/dn bounce.

Hz2Inst   Rev. B



Hz2 PROGRAMMING INSTRUCTIONSHz2 PROGRAMMING INSTRUCTIONS

6) Programming the Transmitters
    Waking up the motor - Before programming, changing direction of rotation, setting the  limits, etc... 
    You must Wake the motor up. (As per step 4 above) Press and hold up and down together until the motor 
    gives a short up/down bounce. The motor is now awake. Note, you will not be able to program the motor 
    until you “wake” it up. You must set the direction of rotation (step 4) before you program the motor. Only 
    power the motor you are programming. Cut power to all other motors until programming is complete.

      A) Programming one transmitter to one motor (individual control)
           The motor will be in “Factory Mode”. If it is not, go to step 8.
           Press and hold the Program Button (about 1 second) until the motor give a short up/dn bounce
           If this is the only transmitter for this motor and it is only to control this motor, then programming 
           is complete. Transmitter range will now be approximately 100 ft.
      

      B) Programming two or more transmitters to operate one motor (multiple individual controls)
          or adding a transmitter.
           Have the motor memorize the first transmitter as above in step A. Press the Program Button 
           on the transmitter that has already been memorized until the motor gives an up/dn bounce. Press 
           the Program Button of the second transmitter until the motor gives an up/dn bounce. Repeat for 
           all transmitters to control this motor (12 max per motor)
      
      C) Programming group control transmitter (with individual controls)
           Program the individual controls as above. With one of the individual controls that has already 
           been memorized by the motor, press and hold the Program Button until the motor gives an up/dn
           bounce.. Press on the Program Button of the group control until the motor gives and up/dn bounce
           Repeat with each motor the group control is to operate.
      

      D) Programming group control transmitter (without individual controls)
           The motors will be in “Factory Mode”. If it is not, go to step 8. 
           Press and hold the Program Button (about 1 second) until the motor gives an up/dn bounce.
           Move to next motor in group and repeat.

7) Deleting a Transmitter
      If a motor has two or more transmitters memorized it is possible to delete a transmitter from its 
      memory. On the transmitter you want to keep press and hold the Program Button (about 1 second)
      until the motor gives an up/dn bounce. Press and hold the Program Button (about 1 second) on the 
      transmitter you want to delete. When the motor gives an up/dn bounce the transmitter is deleted. Note,
      if the transmitter was not in the receiver’s memory, it will be added instead of deleted

8) Clearing the Memory of Old Transmitters and Adding New Transmitter
      If all a motors transmitters are lost or damaged, it is possible to clear the old memorized codes from
      memory and add the new transmitter. Preform a double power cut in the following sequence:
      1) Power off for at least 2 seconds
      2) Power on for 5 to 15 seconds
      3) Power off for at least 2 seconds
      4) Power on (The motor will try and run up for 3 seconds but will not run past its limit)
      The motor is now in a Temporary  Mode (last for 2 minutes) 
      NOTE: THIS IS NOT “FACTORY MODE”.  Press and hold the Program Button of any un-memorized 
      transmitter for more than 5 seconds. When the motor gives a short up/dn bounce, release the Program 
      Button. The memory of the motor’s receiver is now cleared of the old transmitters and the new transmitter 
      has been added. If a motor or motors are entered into Temporary Programming Mode by mistake it can 
      be canceled by pressing for a second on the up, stop or down of any transmitter that motor has memorized. 
      The motor will also return to normal operating mode if left for 2 minutes.

9) Returning to Original Factory Mode (Deleting All Transmitters)
      Note: When the motor is in Factory Mode is the only time the direction of rotation can be changed
      To return the motor to Factory Mode, make a double power cut as described in section (8). Press and
      hold for 8 seconds the Program Button of an already recorded transmitter. The motor will give a short 
      up/down bounce. Release the Program Button. The motor is now in Factory Mode. To wake the motor up
      press up/dn until the motor gives an up/dn bounce. All transmitters are cleared from memory. The control 
      will be in a momentary fashion (motor will move only as long as the transmitter button is held down) 
      Note: If you did not use a transmitter that was memorized by the motor, you will have to repeat the process
      a second time

10) Trouble Shooting
      -Motor goes up when down is pressed. Go to step (4) Setting Direction of Rotation.
      -Can not change the Direction of Rotation. Confirm the motor is in” Factory Mode”. If it is not, go to step 9.
      -Lost transmitter. Go to step (8) to clear old transmitters from memory and add new transmitter.
      -The motor will not react to any transmitter. Confirm the motor has power to it. Make sure the motor is awake 
        by pressing up/dn together until the motor gives an up/dn bounce. If this does not work, cut power for 3 seconds
        and try again. If the motor still will not react to the transmitter, follow the instructions in step 8.

Individual
control

Individual
controls

Individual controls

Group control

Group control

2.7in

3.3in

           TranHz
Hand Held Transmitter

3.2in

3.2in

         TranHz WS
Wall Switch Transmitter

2.1in

2.3in
Hz Transmitter Core

Battery: 3V Lithium
             CR 2430

Before programming you must wake
the motor up by pressing and holding
up and down until the motor gives
a short up/dn bounce.

Before programming you must wake
the motor up by pressing and holding
up and down until the motor gives
a short up/dn bounce

FCC
bLa el

  SINGLE
CHANNEL

    FIVE
CHANNEL

  SINGLE
CHANNEL

    FIVE
CHANNEL

Decorator
Wall switch

Slim Line
Handheld

Program Button

Side of Transmitter

Program Button

Back of transmitter

Program Button

Battery: 3V Lithium
             CR 2430

Battery: 3V Lithium
             CR 2450
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UP LIMIT ADJUSTMENT SCREW DOWN LIMIT ADJUSTMENT SCREW

DOWN LIMIT ADJUSTMENT SCREW UP LIMIT ADJUSTMENT SCREW

MATERIAL ROLLS DOWN ON SAME SIDE AS LIMITS MATERIAL ROLLS DOWN ON OPPOSITE SIDE FROM LIMITS

1) Identify which limit adjustment screw controls the up limit and which controls the down limit (see above diagrams). It is important to note that the 
arrows by the limit adjustment screw refer to the tube's rotation. Thus if the material comes off the tube on the back side and the limit adjustment 
screws face the front (as per diagram 2), the limit adjustment screw facing up controls the down limit and  vice versa.

2) Turning an adjustment screw clockwise will increase the maximum travel in the direction that it controls, and turning it  counterclockwise will 
decrease the maximum travel.

3) To set a limit, run the motor in the selected direction.

4) If the motor stops on its own before reaching the desired stop, turn the appropriate limit screw positive (clockwise). Every 2 to 3 turns of the limit 
adjustment screw will allow the motor to travel about 1 inch further. After every few turns of the limit adjustment screw, use the control switch to move 
the motor to the new limit position. (If the motor does not stop on its own before reaching the desired limit, go to step 6)

5) When you are approximately at the desired limit position, use the control switch to run the motor away from the limit 2 to 3 feet, and then back. 
This will allow you to see precisely where the limit is set. Make small adjustments and repeat.

6) If the motor does not stop on its own at least  6 inches before the desired limit position, stop the motor with the control switch. Then turn the limit 
adjustment screw in the negative (counterclockwise) direction. Confirm that the motor is stopped at the limit and set the limit as per steps 4 and 5. 
If the motor is not stopped at the limit, continue turning the limit adjustment screw counterclockwise (up to 120 turns may be required )

NOTE: The motor has a built in thermal cutoff. If after several minutes of use the motor will not run in either direction, allow the motor to cool for 
approximately 20 minutes.

 counterclockwise

1 2

Standard LimitsStandard Limits



SYNCHRONIZING CONTROL
Installation and Operation Instructions

POWER

BLACK

WHITE

GREEN

MOTOR1 MOTOR2

WHITE WHITE

GREEN GREEN

RED

REDBLACK

BLACK

SYNCHRO

BLACK

WHITE

RED

GREEN

BROWN

DESCRIPTION

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

WIRING DIAGRAM

SOMFY'S Synchronized Control is designed to control two motors simultaneously.  When two Somfy 
motors are mounted in a single tube, moving a single window treatment, it is important that the 
motors coincide with each other. The Synchronized control actuates and stops both motors at the 
same time.  This helps prevent damage to the tube, motor and window treatment.  The Synch Control 
comes with either momentary or maintained outputs to suit various installation requirements.  

Fuse rated at 15A, 250vAC

A.  System Power Up  NOTE:  Damage to the motor may occur over time if limits are 
not set on both motors.

1.  With power off, wire the Synchronizing Control as indicated below.  Turn all   
      circuit breakers on (Note: motors should not move). B.  Momentary Output Operation
2.  Reset the limits of each motor by pressing in both limit switches of each 

      motor (4 total).  NOTE:  until the  limits are set, caution must be exercised Connect a single-pole, double-throw switch to the terminal bloc as indicated 
      when moving  the window treatment. below.  When the UP direction is activated, the window covering will raise.  The 
3.  Activate the UP direction using the low voltage switch.  If the motorized treatment will move for the duration the switch is activated.  When the switch is 
      window treatment does not raise or retract, reverse the black and red wires moved to the CENTER position, the motors will stop.
      on both motors.
4.  When the treatment has reached the desired upper limit, depress the limit C.  Maintained Output Operation 
      switch (switch is now out) on one motor, then the other.  The upper limits 
      are now set.

Connect an IGC switch to the modular jack as indicated below.  If the DOWN 
5.  Activate the DOWN direction using the low voltage switch.  When the 

button is pressed, the window treatment will lower or extend.  Press the STOP 
     treatment has reached the desired lower limit, depress the limit switch on the 

button at any time to stop the motors.
     first motor, then the other.  The lower limits are now set.

BROWN

BLACK

RED

WHITE

GREEN

COLOR CODE

UP

DOWN

GND

MOTOR1

GROUND

NEUTRAL
HOT

MOTOR2

R

R

NO CONNECTIONS

Low Voltage
Switch Connections

Part No:  1822159  Momentary Output
Part No:  1822161  Maintained Output

REF. NO:  2500410 B

SOMFY SYSTEMS, INC.
47 Commerce Drive 
Cranbury, NJ 08512

SOMFY CANADA
6315 Shawson Drive, Unit #1
Mississauga, Ontario L5T1J2

SOMFY SYSTEMS, INC. reserves the right to change, 
update or improve this document without prior notice.SOMFY SYSTEMS, INC.    8/07C



DMI LimitsDMI Limits

UP LIMIT ADJUSTMENT SCREW DOWN LIMIT ADJUSTMENT SCREW

DOWN LIMIT ADJUSTMENT SCREW UP LIMIT ADJUSTMENT SCREW

MATERIAL ROLLS DOWN ON SAME SIDE AS LIMITS
              

MATERIAL ROLLS DOWN ON OPPOSITE SIDE FROM LIMITS
               

1) Identify which limit adjustment screw controls the up limit and which controls the down limit (see above diagrams). It is 
important to note that the arrows by the limit adjustment screw refer to the tube's rotation. Thus if the material comes off the tube
on the back side and you are adjusting the limits from the side that the motor cable is not on (as per diagram 2), the limit 
adjustment screw with the arrow facing up controls the down limit and  vice versa.

2) Turning an adjustment screw positive (+) will increase the maximum travel in the direction that it controls, and turning it  
negative (-) will decrease the maximum travel. For the adjustment screws on the side without the motor cable, turning clockwise
is positive (+) and counterclockwise is negative (-). For the adjustment screws on the side with the motor cable, turning clockwise
is negative (-) and counterclockwise is positive (+)

3) To set a limit, run the motor in the selected direction.

4) If the motor stops on its own before reaching the desired stop, turn the appropriate limit screw positive. Every 2 to 3 turns of the 
limit adjustment screw will allow the motor to travel about 1 inch further. After every few turns of the limit adjustment screw, use 
the control switch to move the motor to the new limit position. (If the motor does not stop on its own before reaching the desired 
limit, go to step 6)

5) When you are approximately at the desired limit position, use the control switch to run the motor away from the limit 2 to 3 
feet, and then back. This will allow you to see precisely where the limit is set. Make small adjustments and repeat.

6) If the motor does not stop on its own at least  6 inches before the desired limit position, stop the motor with the control switch. 
Then turn the limit adjustment screw in the negative  direction. Confirm that the motor is stopped at the limit and set the limit as 
per steps 4 and 5. If the motor is not stopped at the limit, continue turning the limit adjustment screw  (up to 120 turns may be 
required )

NOTE: The motor has a built in thermal cutoff. If after several minutes of use the motor will not run in either direction, allow the 
motor to cool for approximately 20 minutes.

For the adjustment screws on the side without the motor cable,
For the adjustment screws on the side with the motor cable,
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